Introduction
Every year the world forest cover decreases of millions of hectares1 and forest loss has been described as one of the most significant instances of humaninduced environmental change.2 After decades of unfruitful attempts to negotiate an all-encompassing international treaty on forests,3 efforts to tackle global forest cover loss have found renewed impetus under the climate regime. The endeavour to address the substantial contribution of forest loss to global greenhouse gas emissions4 has in fact resulted in complex law-making processes within and without the institutional scope of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (unfccc). commonly referred to with the acronym 'redd+.'6 The underlying idea is quite simple: that of creating an international system of financial incentives to maintain and enhance forest carbon stocks in developing countries, where forest loss tends to be concentrated. unfccc Parties have nevertheless struggled to agree on the means by which to put the redd+ idea into practice. In ten years of negotiations they have only managed to agree de minimis guidance on incentives to maintain and enhance forest carbon stocks in developing countries. The resulting sketchy legal framework is characterised by the fact of being sectoral (in the sense that it only covers the forest sector, and only applies to developing countries); voluntary (in the sense that developing countries are not obliged to do redd+ activities, but they may do so, if they wish); and bottom-up (in the sense that developing countries are free to undertake as many redd+ activities as they wish). Developing countries' obligations in relation to the measurement, reporting and verification of the emissions reductions secured by means of redd+ activities leave them a wide margin of discretion on crucial issues, such as the definition of a forest.7 Equally, no specific obligations are attached to the provision of finance for redd+. Whilst in fact Parties to the unfccc performing redd+ activities are expected to receive 'resultsbased' payments, these payments are generically expected to come from a variety of sources, public and private, bilateral and multilateral.8 So far no actual redd+ payments have been made. What has happened, instead, is that some developing countries have announced voluntary commitments to reduce their emissions in the forest sector.9 Many have undertaken
